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Catégories with Ultraproducts

by Robert Fittler

Introduction

The aim of this paper is to characterize those catégories M with underlying set

functor (/:M-+S which are équivalent to the category M(T) (cf. 1.5.) of models of
a theory Tand homomorphisms, for a certain large class of first order théories T. They
are called spécial théories (cf. I.7.). They include for example equational algebraic
théories with finitary opérations, universal Horn théories (cf. IV.4.), the theory of
(total) order, the theory of dense order without extrême éléments (cf. I.9.), as well as

many others.

In part I we introduce the notion of (/-objects {A, a} (cf. 1.1.) of some category M
with underlying set functor (/:M-»S. They are objects A of M with a distinguished
finitary tuple a of éléments of VA. (/-maps are classes of homomorphisms which
coincide on the éléments of a (cf. I.2.). the sets C/-Hom«^, a>, M) of (/-maps from
a (/-object (A, a> to the various objects M eM give rise to the so called £/-represent-
able functor U-Hom((A, a>, -):M->S.

Roughly speaking a theory T turns out to be spécial if and only if the functors

M(J) -*S, induced by the predicate constants, are (/-representable (cf. lemma I.8.).
In part II we defîne the notion of (/-subcategories of M, as small catégories of

(/-objects of M and (/-maps between such (cf. II. 1. and H.2.). Then we introduce
(/-dense (/-subcategories and [/-adéquate £/-subcategories (cf. II.4. and 6.), which
are formally analogous to the standard notions of dense and adéquate subcategories

respectively (cf. [U] and [I]), and they turn out to be équivalent, too (cf. lemma II.6.
and also [U] lemma 1.7.).

In the case of a spécial theory T, the (/-subcategory N(J) in M(J) having as

objects the (/-representing {/-objects for the predicate constants is an example of a

(/-dense £/-subcategory in M(T), (cf. H.9.).
Any C/-dense £/-subcategory N ofM gives rise to a category M (LN) ofstructures and

homomorphisms as well as to a full imbedding M^M(LN) (cf. 11.10., 11.), which in
case of a spécial theory T reproduces the full imbedding of M(T) into the category
M(L(T)) of ail L(T)-structures. (cf. 11.12.).

In part III we fully imbed the category M into the category U — Y[ M of so called

(/-direct products (cf. III.2.). M is assumed to hâve a (/-dense C/-subcategory N in
which (/:M-*S is (/-representable. C/ —f|M consists of direct products of the so

called (/-corepresentable functors (/-Hom(-,M):JVOP->S, MeM. (cf. II.l.). In the
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case of a spécial theory T the category of {/-direct products is équivalent to the cate-

gory Y\ M(J) of standard direct products of models of T (cf. III.6.).
We then introduce the £Z-ultraproducts (cf. III.9.) in £Z-f] M in formai analogy

with Ohkuma's définition (cf. [O]). In the case of a spécial theory Jthey turn out to
be the standard ultraproducts (cf. III. 14.). More generally, the full imbedding
MçM(LN) commutes with ultraproducts, provided that CZ-representable functors
do so (cf. III. 12).

In part IV we introduce the notion of an ultra dense £Z-subcategory N of a category

M which is closed with respect to (/-ultraproducts. Such an N is a {/-dense

t/-subcategory ofM containing a £Z-representing CZ-object of U : M -> S. Furthermore
ÊZ-representable functors commute with ultraproducts and anyfunctor G:Nop-> S is

corepresentable if and only if some ultrapower G*\D of G is £Z-corepresentable. It
follows that M has an ultradense {/-subcategory N if and only if M is équivalent to
the category M(r) of ail models and their homomorphisms of a spécial theory T
(cf. IV. 5.). This isthe functorial characterization of catégories of models weaimedat.
It concerns a larger class of théories T than F. W. Lawvere's and O. E. Kean's charac-

terizations which deal with algebraic théories and universal Horn théories respectively
(cf. [L] and [Kn]).

In part V we investigate those spécial théories which hâve only finitely many
predicate constants and are f-axiomatized (cf. V.I.). They turn out to hâve a purely
syntactical description: they are "locally atomistic" (cf. V.7. and 8.). The category

M(r), for such a T, is characterized by the conditions that it be closed with respect to
direct limits of directed Systems and that it hâve a flnite ultra dense tZ-subcategory
(cf. theorem V.9.). The model theoretic methods we use in part V are developped in
full generality in [FI] and [F2]. Hère we will sometimes sketch them only in a form
adapted to what we need.

I. CZ-Representable Functors

1. U-Objects. Let S be the category of sets and let U:M-+S be an "underlying
set functor" of some category M. By a CZ-object <^4, a> ofM we understand an ordered

pair where A is an object of M and a is a finitary tuple (al9..., an) of éléments from UA.

2. U-maps in M are équivalence classes [/] : (A, a)-^Mof morphisms f:A->M
in M. Two morphisms f,g:A zj M being in the same class [/] [g] : (A, a}-* M if
f(ak) g(ak), a (al9..., aki... an). The set of tZ-maps (A, ïïy-*M will be denoted

by U-Hom((A, a), M). For any fixed CZ-object {A, a} in M one can view CZ-Hom x
x «^4, a>, -):M->S as a functor. The naturalimbedding U-Hom({A9 a), -) £ Un

(for a (au...,an)) [f]:<A, a>->Mh^/(a)e[CZ(M)]w will be called the canonical

imbedding.
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3. U-representable Functors. A functor G:M->S which is naturally équivalent to
C/-Hom«^, a}, — will be called £/-representable by the C/-object (A, a}. If a sub-
functor G of l/11 is the image of the canonical imbedding C/-Hom«^4, a>, — £ £/" ît
will be called canonically £/-representable by (A, a> (or "c£/-representable").

4. Dense Orders Without Extrême Eléments. Let M be the eategory of densely
ordered sets without extrême éléments, the morphisms being strictly order preserving

maps (i.e. imbeddings). U : M -> S is the usual underlying set functor. It follows that
Uis c(7-representable for example by the £/-object <g, 0>, where Q is the order of the
rationals. Furthermore let V : M -> S be the subfunctor of U2 : M ->S where VM con-
sists of ail pairs {a, b)e (UM)2 which fulfill M¥a<b (i.e. a précèdes b in the order of
M). It can easily be shown that Fis c (7-représentante by the £/-object <£, 0, 1>.

5. Catégories ofModels. Let T be a first order theory, having equality " " as one
of its predicate constants/?, q.... By M(T) we understand the eategory whose objects
are the models A, B,... of T and whose morphisms are those maps f:A-*B which

préserve the validity for the predicate constants, e.g. if A tp(al9 a2) then BVp{f(a1),
f{ai))' We will call them homomorphisms. By U:M (T)->S we dénote the corre-
sponding underlying set functor.

For w-ary predicate constant p of T we dénote by p(M)9 MeT, the set of ail
«-tuples («!,..., an) of éléments in M which fulfill M\zp(ai,..., an). Thusp:M(T)->S
becomes a functor, namely a subfunctor of Un : M (T)-^S. By abuse of language
we say that the predicate constant p is (7-representable if the corresponding functor
/?:M(J)->S is (7-representable. E.g. in the case of dense orders without extrême
éléments we hâve stated that the predicate constant x< y is £/-representable. (cf.

I.4.). If p is c£/-representable by (A, a} then it follows that Atp(a).
U itself is c£/-representable by <£, e> if and only if the binary predicate x=y

(equality) is c{/-representable by <2£, e, e>.

6. Standard Direct Products. Let Tbe a first order theory. By L{T) we mean T
without its nonlogical axioms. The models of L(T) are sometimes also called L{T)-
structures. By the standard direct product ]fJT Af (/) of some family {M (i)}ieI of
L( restructures one understands the L( restructure whose underlying set C/(f|z
M (/)) is the direct product J^j um (0» and p^ M (i)) TliPM (0- ïliM (0 is
also the direct product with respect to the eategory M (L(T)). The eategory fj M(T)
is defined to be the full subcategory of M(L(T)) whose objects are standard direct
products Y\j M (i) of models in M(T). For any full subcategory K of M(L(T)) we
define f] K to be the full subcategory of M(L(T)) whose objects are the standard
direct products of objects in K.
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7. Spécial Théories. T is called a spécial theory if for any standard direct product
f\j M (i) of models, any finitary tuple m of éléments in Y[i M (i) and any predicate
constant/? of Twith fjj M (/)!=/? (m) there exists a model NeM(T) with a finitary
tuple n of éléments and a homomorphism f:N^Y\j M (i) in ]^]M(r), fulfilling
(£//)(«)= m.

8. LEMMA. T is spécial if and only ifail ils predicate constants are canonically
U-representable.

Proof Let the predicate constants ofTbe canonically (/-representable and assume
Y\T M (/)h/?(m). Since p is cCZ-representable, say by {A, a> such that A f=/?(a), there
is a (/-map [f(i)]:<A9 a}-+M(i) with /(i) (3)=«(i), for any iel. Hence

{./ OOheJ^-^rir^O) anc* 0*-»™- Thus Tis spécial. Conversely let T be spécial.
Let || 71 be the cardinality of the set of ail formulas of T. Let «TV (i) n(i)}}ieI be the
set of ail possible (nonisomorphic) £/-objects {N (i), n(i)} with ||iV(i)|K||71 such

that N {i)tpn(i)). Since Tis spécial there exists A^eM (T), and n such that N¥p{n)
and furthermore some /:{/(/)}t-6/: #-»]!/ N (0 such that /(0:BMkS(0- We
claim that the £/-object <iV, n> is a ct/-representing object for/?. Let MN/?(m) be

given. According to the downwards Lôwenheim-Skolem theorem there exists some

elementary submodel M'^M containing M with cardinality ||M'|| < ||r||. <AT, m>
is isomorphic to <Ar(/), n (i)>for some iel. Thus there is the homomorphism

f(i):N->N(i) M'<Msending n-+m. Hence (7-Hom«7V, n}, M)^p(M)sméing
QE.D.

9. The theory ofdense order without extrême éléments is easily seen to be an example
of a spécial theory (cf. also I.4.). Thus the predicate constants x=y and x<y are

again proved to be c£/-representable.

II. (/-dense C/-subcategories

1. U-maps Between U-objects [f]:(A,â}-+(B, S} are those U-maps[f]:
{A, ây~+B such that Uf:UA->UB maps the ak's onto some b/s.

2. U-subcategories. A small category N consisting of £/-objects of a category M
with underlying set functor J7:M-+S, and î/-maps between those t/-objects is called

a £/-subcategory of M. For every MeM one gets then the functor U-Uorn (-,M):x
x Nop -+ S since U-Hom (-,-): Nop x M -» S is a functor (in both variables).

3. V-direct Limits. Let A be a diagram of (7-objects and (/-maps of M. Such a
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diagram will be called a £/-diagram. An object MeMis called a (/-direct limit of A,

M U-lim A, if the following holds:
(a) There is a t/-map (A, a}-+M from every {A, a}e A such that for any U-map

(A, a> -» <i?, S> in A the diagram

\ /M

of £/-maps commutes.
(Such a family {<y4,a>->M} <A,a>eA of £/-maps will be called a compatible

family of 27-maps from A to M.)
(b) For every compatible family {<^4, a} -> iV}<A>a>ed of C/-maps into some object

N eM there exists precisely one morphism M -* N in M such that the diagrams

\ /N

commute (as t/-maps).
It follows immediately that any two CZ-direct limits of the same t/-diagram are

isomorphic.
The £/-maps (A, a}-*M are called the universal £/-maps.

4. U-dense U-subcategories. Let TV be a (7-subcategory of M. To every object
M eM we will associate the following CZ-diagram A (M) in N:It contains a copy of
<^4, a> for every possible £/-map <v4, a}-*M. Those t/-maps will be called the
canonical U-maps into M. A (7-map <^4, a> -> <i?, 5> between such t/-objects be-

longs to A (M) if for the corresponding canonical (7-maps {A, a>->M-^<5, S>

the diagram

\ 1/
M

commutes.
N will be called {/-dense in M if for every M eM M is a (7-direct limit of the

CZ-diagram 2I (M) such that the canonical £/-maps and the universal C/-maps coincide.

5. Dense Orders Without Extrême Eléments (cf. 1.4.). Let N be the C/-category in
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M consisting of the £/-objects <g, 0> and <g, 0, 1> and ail possible £/-maps between
them. It is easy to show that N is (7-dense in M. (cf. also 1.9. and II.9.)

6. U-adéquate U-subcategories. Let N be a (7-subcategory of M. We define
r:M-»SN°P to be the functor which assigns to M eM the functor 7(M)
tf-Hom(-,Nop-»S(cf. 2.).

The £/-subcategory N of M is called ^/-adéquate in M if the functor 7:M-*SN°P
is full and faithful, i.e. any natural transformation £/-Hom( —, M)-+ £/-Hom( —, N)
is induced by some morphism M -+N, and two différent morphisms Mz$N induce

g

différent natural transformations £/-Hom( —, f)^ £/-Hom( —, g).

7. LEMMA. Some U-subcategory No/M is U-dense in M if and only if it is

U-adéquate in M.
Proof Let N be t/-dense in M. Let the natural transformation a : £/-Hom —, M)-*

-> (7-Hom( —, N) be given, M, NeM. Apply a to ail the canonical CZ-maps (A, a} ->

-?M, <^4, fl>e/d(M). Thus one gets a compatible family of (7-maps (A,a}-+N,

which induces a morphismM ~* iV, since M^ U-limA (M). If two morphisms MzXN
g

are différent then there must be some <^4, a)eA (M) such that the two compositions
/ —?

<^4, a>-> MzJ./Vare différent since Mis the U-limA (M) and <>4, a> -* Mis universal.

But this means that the induced natural transformation £/-Hom( —,/) and £/-

Hom( —, g) act differently on (A, a} ~> M. Conversely let N be {/-adéquate in M. In
order to show that for any MeM M is a ^/-direct limit of A (M) and the canonical

t/-maps {{A, a} -? M}<Afâ> e A(M) are the universal ones, let {<^4, a> -? N} be any
compatible family of £/-maps from A (M) to some A^eM. The correspondence between

the family {{A, ây->M}<Atâ>eA(M) and the family {{A, à}-+N}<A)â>eMM) is easily
seen to be a natural transformation t/-Hom( —, M)-> £/-Hom( —, TV). The latter is

induced by some morphism f:M-*N in M, since N is t/-adequate in M. Thus

N

is commutative (as f/-maps) for every {A, a} in J (M). It is left to be shown that
there is no other morphism g:M-> N which makes this triangle commutative. f+g
implies t/-Hom(-,/)# £/-Hom(-, g), since N is ^/-adéquate in M. Hence there is

(A9â}-+M on which £/-Hom(-,/) and f/-Hom(~,g) act differently. Thus U-

Hom(-, g) is not the original correspondence between {{A, à}-+M}<AtS>eA(M) and

Q.E.D.
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8. Catégories M(T)ofModels (cf. I.5.). LetN(J) be the £/-subcategory of M(J)
containing one (ore more) £/-representing £/-object of each canonically t/-represen-
table predicate constant of T, the morphisms being ail possible £/-maps between them.

9. LEMMA. N(r) is U-dense (or U-adequate) in M{T) ifTis spécial
Proof. Since Tis spécial, ail its predicate constants are £/-representable (cf. lemma

I.8.). Let any natural transformation a: £/-Hom( —, M)-+ £/-Hom( —, N) be given.
Since p(M)^U-Hom((A, a>, M) oc represents a homomorphism M-+N. Two
différent morphisms Mz%N induce différent maps UMz% UN. If {E, e} f/-represents U
(cf. 1.5.) we hâve two différent maps U-Hom«£, e), M) zj £/-Hom«£, e}, N). Hence
the induced natural transformations £/-Hom(—, M)z> t/-Hom(—, iV) cannot be

equal. Thus we hâve shown that N(T) is £/-adequate in M(r), thus it is C/-dense.

Q.E.D.

10. ^-structures. Let N be a £/-subcategory of M. By LN we dénote the first order
theory (without nonlogical axioms) which has one n-ary predicate constant p<A,a> f°r
each C/-object (A, a> e N with a (at,..., an). We are going to define a functor j : M ->

~>M(LN) from M into the category M(LN) of LN-structures and homomorphisms.
For this let UN : M (LN) -> S be the underlying set functor. For MeM, ^ (M) in M (LN)
is defined by UN(s(M))=UM and/7<i4ja>(M)=image of {£/-Hom«^, a>, M)s

for <i,o)6N. For f:M-+N in M we set ^N(j(/))= J7(/):
(^(A^)). s(f) is a homomorphism because / induces a natural

transformation I7-Hom(-,/): U-Hom(-, M) ~» t/-Hom(-, AT), i.e.

3>, /): l/-Hom «,4, 3>, M) -^ 17-Hom «i4, 3>, N).

Notice that s(M)eM(LN) can be represented by (7-Hom(-, M):Nop^S, while the

homomorphisms are the natural transformations U-Hom (—, Af)-> C/-Hom(—, N),
provided that U is C/-representable in N.

11. THEOREM. Let N be a U-subcategory ofM which contains some cU-repre-
senting U-object <is, e> for U. The functor s : M -* M (LN) isfull andfaithful ifand only

i/N is U-dense (or U-adequate) in M.
Proof Let s:M-+M(LN) be full and faithful. Any natural transformation U-

Hom(—, M)-+Z/-Hom(—, N), for M, iVeM, corresponds to a map UM= U-Hom
(CE, e>, M)-* UN- C/-Hom«£, e>, iV) which is a homomorphism .s(M)-»,?(#) in
M(LN). The latter is induced by a uniquely determined morphism M-+ N in M. Thus

N is (7-adequate in M.
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Conversely, let N be (/-adéquate in M. Any homomorphism s(M)-*s(N) in
M(LN) corresponds to a unique natural transformation C/-Hom( —, M)-» U-Hom

—, N), which in turn is induced by a unique morphism M-> iV" in M. Hence s is full
and faithful. Q.E.D.

12. Spécial Théories. For a spécial theory T, the category N(T) is (/-dense in
M(T) (cf. lemma H.9.). Theorem 11 implies that s:M(r)->M(LN(T)) is a full im-
bedding. If one chooses N(J) such that it contains precisely one c£/-representing
(/-object for each predicate constant of T then it follows that LN(T)=L(T) and

M(£N(T)) M(L(r)). The full imbedding s:M(T)-+M(LN{T)) then coïncides with
the canonical imbedding M(T)^M(L(T)).

III. Ultraproducts

1. U-corepresentable Functors. Let N be a (/-subcategory of M. A contravariant
functor G in SN°P of the form G^ (/-Hom( —, M), MeM, is called a (/-corepresent-
able functor (with M as CZ-corepresenting object).

If N is (/-dense (or ^/-adéquate) in M it follows immediately that the ÉZ-corepre-

senting object M of some (7-corepresentable functor is uniquely determined up to
isomorphism.

For the sake of simplicity we will in part III assume that N is a (/-dense (/-sub-

category in M containing a c(/-representing object {E, e} of U:M-*S.
2. U-direct Products. We are going to define a subcategory U— \\ M in the category

SN°P of contravariant functors from N into the category of sets. The objects of
U— f]M are the direct products of C/-corepresentable functors Yiiei U-Hom —,

Af(i)):N->S, M(i)eM9 iel, I non empty. The morphisms are the natural
transformations between such functors. U— fj M is called the category of (/-direct
products of M. It follows readily that U— fj M is closed with respect to direct products
and the full imbedding U— f] M s SN°P commutes with such. Furthermore the functor

y
M-> U-Yl M> Mh~* (/-Hom(-, M) is a full imbedding, since N is [/-adéquate in M
(cf. II.7.)

3. Extended Functor U:U-~YlM-*S. U:M-+S can be extended to a functor

£/-nM-s which we wil1 cal1 aêain u- We set U(HieI U-Hom(-, M(i)))
Y\ieI U'Hom(^E, e}, M(i))^Y\i€l U(M(i)). For a natural transformation a:

Y\ieI Hom(-, M(i))-+l\jeJ Hom(-, N(j)) we détermine Uoc by Uoc a((E, e}):
Uiei £/-Hom«£,e>, M(i))^]\jeJ U-Hom«E, e\ N(j)). Notice that U:

U-Y\M-*S thus is the functor "évaluation at {E, e>".
4. Extended Functor C/-Hom(-,-):Nop x U-JJ M->S. The notions of U-ob-

jects and C/-maps (cf. I.I., 1.2.) in C/-f]M are determined by the définition of
U: U-JJ M-» S in 3. Thus it makes sensé to talk about (/-subcategories and £/-den-
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sity as well as (7-adequacy. Any t/-object (£/-map) of M can be regarded as a £/-object

(C/-map) of U— Y\ M in view ofMc(/-[] M. {/-subeategories of M thus become

t/-subcategories of U— f] M. A straight forward computation shows that for a U-ob-

ject (A, a} of M t/-Hom«^, 3>, -): C/-FI M~>s is êiven by ^-Hom«^, 3>, []/
£/-Hom(-, M(0)) ri/ U-Hom((A, 3>, M(/)) i.e. by "évaluation at <^, 3>". The
functor U-Hom( —, — ):Nopx £/— ]^]M->S thus is just the évaluation functor.

5. LEMMA. The U-dense U-subcategory No/M is also U-dense in the category

U-Y[ M of U-directproducts ofM.
Proof. N is (7-adequate in U— fj M, since the morphisms Y[i U-Hom —, M(*')) ->

—?Jfjj (7-Hom( —, N(j)) in (7—f]M coïncide with the natural transformations

(-, n C/-Hom(-,

n [/-Hom -, M (0) -> n l/-Hom -, N (;))
/ j

between the corresponding U-Hom functors (cf. III.4.). The rest follows from lemma

II.7. Q.E.D.

6. LEMMA. Let N be a U-dense subcategory ofM containing a cU-representing
U-object (E, e} of t/:M~>S. Then there is an équivalence of catégories U— f] M^

Proof Recall that s (M) is the image of the full imbedding ,s : M-? M (LN) (cf.
theorem IL IL), and f\ s (M) is the full subcategory of M(LN) whose objects are the
standard direct products of structures in .s (M). It follows readily that the functors

F:U-ïlM-*Ils(M) and (G:Us(M)^U -UM 1

0)J jnj(M(0)Ani7-Hom(-,M(î))j

are inverse up to natural équivalence. Q.E.D.

7. Spécial Théories. For a spécial theory T the category U-~Y\. M(T) of U-direct

products ofmodels ofT and U-transformations is équivalent to the category \\ M(T)
ofstandard direct products ofmodels of T and homomorphisms.

Proof According to lemma 6 it is left to be shown that n MC^O-II S(M(T))-
We know from 11.12. that 5-:M(r)cM(LN(T)) is a full imbedding. Thus we hâve a

diagram of full imbeddings

M(L(T))2M(T)
s l\
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It is easily seen that the équivalence s can be extended to an équivalence

8. COROLLARY. N(T) is U-dense in \\M{T), provided that T is spécial
Proof. Apply lemma III.6.

9. U-Ultraproducts. Let M(i)9 iel, be a collection of objects in the category M.
Assume D is an ultrafilter on /. Let A be the following diagram in U— \\ M: Its
objects are the (/-direct products Y[j U-Hom( —, M(j))9 JeD. There is a morphism
Pjk'YIj tf-Hom(-, M(j))^l\K £/-Hom(-, M(A:))in A forevery pair/, KeD with
KczJ, namely the "projection". If the direct limit of A in U— Y[ M exists, it will be

called the £/-ultraproduct U-JJj M(i)/D of {M(i)}ieI. M is said to be closed with
respect to £/-ultraproducts if (/—H/ M(ï)jD exists and is in M for any set / and any
ultrafilter D on /and any family {M(i)}t eI of objects in M. We say that a t/-represent-
able functor C/-Hom«y4, a>, — (^,a)eN, commutes with some (7-ultraproduct
U-Y[iM(i)/D if there is an isomorphism U-Hom((A,â}, U-JJi M(0lD)
^Hj C/-Hom(<^, a>, M(/))/Z). We say that U-Hom((A, a>, -) commutes with
{/-ultraproducts if there is a natural équivalence C/-Hom(<^, a}, U—fl M(i)/D)^
^Yl U-Hom«A, a>, M{i)jD) for every t/-ultraproduct U-]\ M(i)/D in M.

10. THEOREM. Let N be a U-dense U-subcategory ofM containing a cU-repre-
senting U-object (E, e> of £/:M->S. It follows that for some collection {M(i)}ieI of
objects in M, D an ultrafilter on I, U-fli M(i)/D exists in M and U-representable
hinctors commute with this U-ultraproduct if and only if the functor Y\i U-Hom

—, M (/))//) is U-corepresentable in M.
Proof If £/-]!/ M(Ï)ID exists in M and (7-representable functors commute with

it we can write £/-Hom(-, U-~Y[i M(j)lD) Y[i #-Hom(-, M(i))jD which proves
one direction.

Conversely let £/-Hom(-, M)^^ U-Hom(-, M(i))/D:Nop-*S be a natural

équivalence. This implies that £/-Hom(-,M) in SN°P is the "ultraproduct in the

category SN°P". A fortiori it is the ultraproduct in the category U—f\ M. Since M
is in M, we conclude M^U-\{i M(i)/D. That (7-representable functors commute
with this ultraproduct follows from the given natural équivalence. Q.E.D.

The following is a straight forward

11. COROLLARY. Let N be U-dense in M and containing a cU-representing ob-

ject <£, e> of C/:N-*S. M is closed with respect to U-ultraproducts and U-representing

functors commute with them ifand only if ultraproducts of U-corepresentable functors
are U-corepresentable.
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12. LEMMA. 5:M-+M(LN) carries U-ultraproducts into standard ultraproducts.
Proof

s.U -UM (i)/D h-> l/-Hom (-, U-UM (i)/D)
l\\ '

n U-Hom(-,M(i))ID
i

ns(M(i))ID QRD

13. THEOREM. Let N be a U-dense subcategory ofM containing a cU-repre-
senting U-object {E,e} of U:M-+S. Ultraproducts of U-corepresentable functors
Nop -» S are again U-corepresentable ifand only if thefull imbedding (cf. II. 11.) s : M»->

-?M(LN) sends M onto a subcategory s (M) o/M(LN) which is closed with respect to
standard ultraproducts.

Proof Since M is closed with respect to (7-ultraproducts (cf. corollary 11) s (M)
is closed with respect to standard ultraproducts (cf. lemma 12).

Conversely, s (M) being closed with respect to standard ultraproducts means that
YIj (7-Hom(-, M(i))/D^s(M)= t/-Hom(-, M) for an appropriate MeM. Thus it
follows that ultraproducts of (7-corepresentable functors are again CT-corepresentable.

Q.E.D.

14. Spécial Théories. For a spécial theory T the U-ultraproducts in M(T) coincide

with the standard ultraproducts.
Proof This follows from theorem III. 13. and 11.12. Q.E.D.

15. THEOREM. Let L be any first order theory without nonlogical axioms. Let

KcM(L) be anyfull subcategory. By K we understand thefull subcategory ofM(L),
whose objects are isomorphic to some object in K. It follows that for Kç=M(L) the

closure K is equal to M(T)^M(L)for an appropriate theory T ifand only ifK is closed

with respect to standard ultraproducts and the full subcategory whose objects are in
Ob (M (L)) — Ob (K 15 closed with respect to ultrapowers.

This theorem can be found for example in [K] (theorem 2.8). It dépends upon
Keisler's ultrapower theorem saying that two structures are elementarily équivalent

if and only if they hâve isomorphic ultrapowers (cf. [K], theorem 2.6.). The proof of
the latter uses the generalized continuum hypothesis. But this is not necessary ac-

cording to Shelah (cf. [Sh]).

16. Spécial Théories. Any contravariant functor GeSN°P such that some ultrapower
GT/D€SNop is U-corepresentable in M(T) is itself U-corepresentable in M(T)fprovided
that T is a spécial theory.
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Proof. We know that GJ/D^ £/-Hom(-, M):N(r)-+S, and there is a natural
imbedding

Consider the L( restructure N whose underlying set UN consists of ail éléments in the
image of G((E, e»^G((E, e»J/I>^ £/-Hom«£, e\ M)=UM.

For any £/-object (A, a} in N it follows by naturality that the composition
J factors through

We set/><ilta>(tf)=image of G ((A, 3» in (UN)n.
Thus we get an injective homomorphism of N-+ M, making the following diagram

commutative

3» *P<A,â>
ni ni

Hence Nl\D M. According to theorem III. 15, N is in M (J). Thus we get an iso-
morphism G((A9 ây)^p<Aâ>(N)^U-Hom((A9 a}, N) which is natural in (A, â}.

Q.E.D.
IV. Ultradense G -Subcategories

1. DEFINITION. Let M be a category with underlying set functor U:M-+S.
A £/-subcategory N of M is called ultradense in M if

(a) N is C/-dense in M;
(b) U:M-+S is ct/-representable by a C/-object <£, e} in N;
(c) ultraproducts of £/-corepresentable functors in SN°P are again t/-corepresent-

able;
(d) Any functor G in SN°P for which some ultrapower Gl\D is (7-corepresentable

is itself f/-corepresentable.
Notice that (c) can be replacée by the condition that M is closed with respect to

(/-ultraproducts and £/-representable functors carry them into ultraproducts (cf.

III. 11).

2. LEMMA. The category M(T) of models of some spécial theory T has an
ultradense subcategory, namely N(T) (cf. 11.12).

Proof. IV. 1 (a) follows from II.9; (b) follows from 1.5 and 1.8; (c) follows from

III.ll, 14 and 15 and (d) follows from III. 16. Q.E.D.

3. Dense Orders Without Extrême Eléments. Let M be as in 1.4. It follows from
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lemma 2 that the £/-subcategory NofM (cf. II.5) consisting of the £/-objects <g, 0>,

<g, 0,l> and ail possible £/-maps between them is an ultradense subcategory of M.

4. M(r) Closedwith Respect to Standard Direct Products. If Jis such that M(T)
is closed with respect to standard direct products, there exists an ultradense
(/-subcategory N ofM(T). E.g. if ris an equational algebraic theory in the sensé ofBirkhoff
with finitary opérations of if T is a universal Hom theory (cf. [Kn]). Notice that for
the spécial theory T of dense order without extrême éléments (cf. IV.3) M(T) is not
closed with respect to standard direct products.

5. THEOREM. Any category M with underlying setfunctor U:M-*Sis équivalent

to the category M T) (with a compatible underlying setfunctor U{ T) : M T) -? S),
for an appropriate spécial theory T if and only if Mhas an ultradense subcategory N.

Proof One direction is proved by lemma IV.2.
Conversely, assume that M has an ultradense subcategory N. Since N is (7-dense

in M (cf. IV. 1 (a)) it follows that s : M -? M (LN) is a full imbedding (cf. IL 11). In order

to show that M is équivalent to M(T), where Tis a theory with the same language as

LN is, it suffices to show that s (M) in M(LN) is closed with respect to standard ultra-
products and the full subcategory of M(LN) whose objects are those LN-structures in
M(LN) which are not in ^(M) is closed with respect to standard ultrapowers (cf. theo-

rem III. 15). Property l(c) guarantees that s (M) is closed with respect to standard

ultraproducts, according to theorem III. 13.

It remains to be shown that the full subcategory whose objects are in M (LN)—s (M)
is closed with respect to standard ultrapowers. Let NeM(LN) be any LN-structure

such that for some ultrafilter D on I the standard ultrapower N^D is in .s (M). Le.

there is some object MeM such that s(M)^NI/D. Let G in SN°P be the following
subfunctor of the (7-corepresentable functor t/-Hom( —, M):N-»S. G((A9 a»£
c U~Hom(A, a}9 M) consists of those (7-maps [/]:<>*, ïïy-^M such that f(a) is

in the image of p<Atâ>(N)^p<<Atâ>(NI/D)^p<Atâ>(M). It follows that GJ/^
(/-Hom( —, M). Property l(d) guarantees that G itself is (7-corepresentable by

some object N'eM. Since C/-Hom«^, a>, N') G((A, a})^p<Atâ>(N) it follows

that s(N')=N. Hence N es (M). Thus we know that M-M(T)cM (LN). The theory
T is spécial because the predicate constants are canonically £/-representable by the

C/-objects of the form (sA, a>, where {A, a>eN. (cf. also lemma 1.8). Q.E.D.

V. Locally Atomistic Théories

1. F-axiomatized Théories (cf. [F2] 111.22). Let Tbe a theory. The set of its predi-
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cate constants will be called F. T will be called F-axiomatized if the axioms of T can
be written in the following form

I. universal sentences;
II. équivalences of the form \fx(P (x)oQ(x)) where P (x) is a conjunction of

predicate constants and Q(x) arises from predicate constants by applying conjunction,

disjunction and existential quantification.
Furthermore, for ail formulas Qt(x) in the inductive build up of Q(x) there is an

axiom (or sentence) of the form Vx(Pf(Jc)<s>gf(x)) in T, where Pf(3c) is a conjunction
of predicate constants.

2. T (N, F)-types (cf. also [F2] 11.10). Let Nbe any L(T)-structure. By T(N, F)
we understand the theory T together with one new individual constant a for each

élément a of N and the additional axioms p(ai9...9 an) for any predicate constant

p and «-tuple (al9...9 an) for which N¥p(au...9 an) holds.

By an m-ary T(N,F)-typç I (xl9...,xm) we understand a set of formulas

p(au..., ak, Ji,..., jj), where p is a predicate constant, au..., ak are individual
constants of T(N, F) and yl9...9 yt are some of the variables xl9 xm. Furthermore,

/ has to be consistent with T (N, F), otherwise we call / a virtual T (N, ir)-type.
A principal w-ary T (N, F)-type or T (N, F)-character is a T (N, F)-type which

is realized by some w-tuple (bl9..*9 bn) of éléments in each model of T{N9 F). An

«-ary T (N, F)-type /is called real if there is a model M ofTand an «-tuple oféléments

bu...,bn such that the T (N, F)-type of(bl9...9 bn) in M is precisely /.
An n-ary T (N, F)-atom is an w-ary principal T (N9 F)-type which is maximal

(i.e. not properly contained in another principal T(N, F)-type) and which is real.

If N is the empty structure the T (N9 F)-types are called T-types.
According to [F2] 111.28 we hâve

3. THEOREM. The following statements are équivalent :

(a) T is F-axiomatized
(b) M(r) is closed with respect to direct limits of directed Systems ofmodels and

homomorphisms
(c) T can be axiomatized in the way that an L( T)-structure N is a model ofTifand

only if :

(a) The unary principal T (N, F)-types are realized in N.

(b) For any finite substructure M^N and any élément meN the virtual

T(M, F)-type ofm is a real T(M, F)-type.

4. Atomistic théories. A theory T is called atomistic if any principal T-type is

contained in a J-atom.
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5. Prime models (cf. also [FI] 1.19). A prime model 0 of a theory ris a model 0

which permits a homomorphism 0 -+ M for any model M of T.

6. THEOREM (cf. also [FI] IV. 17). An F-axiomatized theory Twith onlyfinitely
many predicate constants is atomistic if and only if it has a denumerable (or finite)
prime model 0.

Proof Assume first that 0 is a denumerable prime model of T. Consider ail n-tuples
a(k), keK of éléments in 0, which realize a certain given w-ary principal T-type /.
Let Ik be their respective T-types. Since there are only finitely many predicate
constants there are only finitely many distinct w-ary T-types Ik. They are partially ordered

by inclusion. This order must hâve some maximal élément, say /. It follows imme-

diately that / is a T-atom containing /.
Conversely, we assume that T is atomistic in order to construct a prime model

which is at most denumerable.

First we add a denumerable set {Ci}i<(0 of new individual constants to the language
of T, thus yielding a new theory S.

Let cl9 c2,.-- be a denumeration ofail finite tuples of new individual constants in *S.

Let I± (x)9 I2 (x),... be a denumeration of ail finite unary S-types. We are going to
define inductively a séquence *S0, Sl9...9 Sn9...,n<co of théories such that Sn+l
extends Sn. Set S0 S.

Assuming that Sn is already determined consider the finite unary S-types It(x)9
0</<«. If/f is a principal 5B-type add the formulas /f(cfc(i)) to Sn as new axioms,
where k(i) is the smallest index such that c*(0 does not occur in the nonlogical axioms

of Sn or in the axioms It(ck(/)), 0<l<i.
Now let /(3c) be the set of predicate constants p (3c) such that/?(c) is a nonlogical

axiom of Sn orp(c) is in one of the Ii(ck^)% 0<i <n. Thus / (3c) is a principal S-type.
Let (dl9...9 dm)=B consist of those ck9s in cn+1 which do not already occur in /(c).
Let /(3c, ;>!,..., ym) be an atom which contains /(3c). Sn+i is defined then to be Sn

together with ail formulas of / (ê, Z).

It follows that Sn is a principal extension of T.

The union 5^= Un<<» &n ^s consistent; it is even a principal extension of T. The

following structure 0 can be proved to be a prime model of T. Its underlying set is the

set {cji<e) modulo the relation c^Cj if S^hCf ci. The predicate constants are
determined on 0 by

0¥p(ê)oSm\-p(c).
Notice that the finiteness condition on T guarantees that T-types are équivalent to
finite conjunctions of predicate constants. This is useful for showing that S^ is a

principal extension of T9 and that 0 is prime. For the proof that 0 is actually a model

of T one has to use theorem 3 ((a) and (c)). Q.E.D.
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7. Locally Atomistic Théories. Let T be a first order theory. For any predicate
constant p of T, let Tp(^ be the theory T together with a finitary tuple c of new indi-
vidual constants and the new axiom p(c).

T is called locally atomistic if Tpi^ is atomistic for each predicate constant/? of T.

According to theorem 6 we know that an F-axiomatized theory T with only finitely
many predicate constants is locally atomistic if and only if the théories Tpi^ hâve

prime models. But this means that the predicate constants are canonically £/-repre-
sentable (cf. 1.5).

From lemma 1.8 we can thus conclude

8. LEMMA. An F-axiomatized theory T with only finitely many predicate
constants is spécial ifand only if it is locally atomistic.

9. THEOREM. A category M with underlying setfunctor U: M->Sw équivalent
to the category M(T) (compatible with U (T):M(T)-*S) for an F-axiomatized
locally atomistic theory T with only finitely many predicate constants if and only if M
is closed with respect to direct limits of directed Systems and has a finite ultradense

U-subcategory.
Proof. Apply theorem IV.5, theorem V.3 and lemma V.8. Q.E.D.
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